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IN THE :MATTER OF HARRILD AND PARKINS' ApPLICATIoN' FOR

PATENT.

:> Opposition. to grant of Patent on the ground that the invention had been
patented on two applications of prior date. Held, by the Chief Examiner, that
a Patent should begranted subject to certain amendments of Specification.

Held,' by 'the Solicitor-General, that a Patent must be refused.
S~mble.-In a proper case a Patent may be sealed with a claim entirely

10 differing from that in the Complete Specification. as originally framed.

On the 7th of April 1899, an application (No. 7343 of 1899) for a Patent was
made by Horton Harrild and James George Parkins for an invention of
"A guard for platten printing machines."

'I'heinvention was described as follows in the Complete Specification, page 1,
15 line 26, to page 2, line 6 :-" We employ a guard piece extending transversely

"of the machine, and which as the platten moves forward rises above the
" platten. so as to guard the opening between the platten and the bed or forme,
" and which as the .platten retires descends clear of the said opening so as to
" allow the printed sheet to be taken off and a white sheet fed in. The above

20 "moveII).ents can be given to the guard by any suitable means. The preferred
" way is to fit the guard with arms which are attached to the part, such as the
" rocker in a machine' of the Bremner type, which communicates the rocking
" motion to the platten. We will describe our invention as applied to a machine
" of the Bremner type, and its application to machines of other types will then

25 "be readily understood." The description' and drawing showed a construction
embodying the application of the invention to a Bremner machine, and in this
construction the guard piece was rigidly attached to the sliding piece or " rocker"
at the back of the platen, and the motion of the guard was therefore always
parallel to the surface of the platen.

30 The claims were 'as follows :--" 1. In a platten printing machine,. a guard
" adapted to be automaticallybrought during the forward motion of the platten
U into position, above the platten to prevent the hand of the operator being
" caught between the platten and the forme, and in the return movement of the
" platten to be "automatically withdrawninto such a position as not to interfere

35 "with the feeding of the next sheet of paper, into the machine, substantially as. " SF
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" and for the purpose described. 2. In a platten printing machine, the combi
" nation with the platten of a guard connected to the part which communicates
" the rocking motion to the platten in such manner that during the forward
" movement of the platten the guard moves forward therewith and at the same
" time" rises to guard the opening between the platten and the forme, and in 5
" the return movement of the platten the guard is folded down beneath the
" platten to enable the next sheet to be fed in, all substantially as and for the
"purpose described. 3. The improved guard for platten printing machines,
.., constructed and operating substantially as described and shown in the
" accompanying drawings." 10

The grant of a Patent was opposed by lJfaxirn1~lian Thomas Barbe}", on the
ground that the invention had been patented on the prior applications, No.7 of
1899 (Barber and Napier) and No. 1~,261 of 1897 (Pin/dar).

In each of these Specifications there was described an arrangement in which
a guard piece moved in a rnanner similar to that of the Applicants' invention, 15
and for the same purpose. In the first Specification the motion was obtained
from linkwork connected to and actuated from the levers which actuated the
platen. In the second Specification the motion was taken from the sliding
piece or "rocker" as ill the Applicants' preferred arrangement. but the guard
piece, instead of being rigidly connected to the" rocker," was connected to it 20
by pivoted links which passed through guides at the edge of the. platen. The
motion as obtained was therefore not parallel to the surface of the platen. In
each of the opposing arrangements the invention was confined substantially to
the construction described and shown in the drawings.

'I'he application came before the Chief Examiner, acting for the Comptroller- 25
General. Ellis appeared as agent for the Applicants, and Whiteloui appeared
as agent for the. Opponent. The parties were similarly represented when the
case came before the Law Officer.

The Chief Examiner decided that a Patent should be sealed subject to the
following amendments being made in the Specification :-(1) The excision of 30
Claim 1; (2) the amendment of Claim 2 by inserting after the word "time,"
on line 53, page 2, of the printed Specification, -the qualifying words, "sliding
"along the back of the platen and parallel therewith"; (3) the insertion after
the word "machine," on line 30, page 1, of the words "·so as to slide along the
" back of the platen, and parallel therewith"; (4) the insertion of the following 35
disclaiming clause :-" We wish it to he understood that we are aware that it
" has previously been proposed to provide a platen printing machine with a
"guard, connected with the mechanism which communicates the rocking
" motion to the platen, in such a manner that the guard is automatically raised
" during the movement of the platen towards the forme, and automatically 40
" lowered during the return movement of the platen, and we lay no general
" claim to this feature of invention."

The Opponent appealed, and the case came before the Solicitor-General.
Sir EDWARD CARSON, B.G.-In this case the claim' of the Applicants, as

appearing by their Complete Specification, is set out in three paragraphs. 45
No. 1 was admittedly unsustainable in view of the prior Patents of Barber
and Pindar, and probably of others; and. at the hearing before the Chief
Examiner Mr. Ellis, on the part of the Applicants, agreed to amend their
Specification by cancelling it. As regards No.2, the Chief Examiner allowed
an amendment by adding in line 53 after the word "time" the words "sliding 50
" along the back of the platen, and parallel therewith." At the same time the
Chief Examiner insisted upon a disclaimer being inserted, which, so far as I
call see, substantially covers the whole ground of Nos. 1 and 2 as originally

* Here is page 2, line 53, of Specification,
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claimed, so that nothing practically remained but the words inserted by the
leave of the Chief Examiner to which I have referred; and indeed if there is
any invention at all which has not been anticipated it lies in the claim covered
by these words. I can only say that in so acting I think the Chief Examiner

;) took an extremely lenient course in the interests of the Applicants, and one
which. if the matter had come before me in the first instance, I should not
have been prepared to adopt.

As regards No.3, the only remaining paragraph of the claim, it was very
frankly admitted by Mr. Ellis on the hearing before me that, having regard to

10 the words in line 1, page 2, of the Specification, "The above movements can
" be given to the guard by any suitable means. The' preferred' way is to fit
" the guard with arms which are attached," &c., No.3 was too wide in view of
the prior Patents, and he suggested that such, words might be struck out. Now,
underthese circumstances, nothing whatever remains of the claim as originally

15 framed, and I must say that, in my opinion,.it would be a gross abuse of the
powers of amendment and of the opportunities afforded by notice of opposition
under the Act if the occasion could be availed of by the Applicants for framing
a claim to an invention which was not in the least the distinctive subject
matter which they had in view when they filed their Complete Specification.

2o/Even under these circumstances, if I found something substantially new and
~ clearly the object of the inventor on the evidence before me, I might order the

Patent to be sealed with an entirely different claim, as would be necessary in
this case. I must, however, confess that I find a very great difficulty in seeing
anything in the Applicants' invention which is not covered by the Patents,

25 either in Barber's invention or Pindar's ; and I feel bound to allow the appeal,
with three guineas costs to the Appellant.

3 F 2
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